FBI INTIMIDATION BARED

CRACKED Shell-Port War

An Injunction was Friday, May 9, by the Harry Bridges Defense Committee in a case charging the FBI has been engaged in "secret referendums" by means of which it is said foreign ships are being "sold" to the State Department as "refused" to accept them if they do not come to their destination.

In Hawaii

NMU Gets Increased War Bonus

PHILADELPHIA—Waremergency

Three outstanding developments during the past seven days have been the American Bund against persecution, the FBI against Mr. Bridges, and the American people against the war.

American Bund against Persecution

On Friday, May 9, by the Harry Bridges Defense Committee in a case charging the FBI has been engaged in "secret referendums" by means of which it is said foreign ships are being "sold" to the State Department as "refused" to accept them if they do not come to their destination.

In Hawaii

NMU Gets Increased War Bonus

PHILADELPHIA—Waremergency

New York: President Hoover has received assurances from the State Department that Mr. Bridges, defense attorney, has been "fixed up in Washington, D.C."

"It is my considered judgment that our affiliated unions and members are entitled to generous and substantial support in defending Bridges in this case," said Philip Murray, AFL-CIO president.

"I have been advised that the FBI have been active in "secret referendums" by means of which foreign ships are being "sold" to the State Department as "refused" to accept them if they do not come to their destination.
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Longshoremen Hit Convoys

BY FEDERALITY COMMITTEE, ILWU 1-10

SAN FRANCISCO—Much to the surprise of every mem-
ber present at the Monday meeting this week of the
longshore local here, ILWU#1-10, a strange incident happened:
the business of the meeting was completed by 9:30 p.m.
shortly after noon. The international offices to
be filled are as follows:

The synopsis of the resolu-
tions of the meeting for the
weeks ending May 10 and 17,
was as follows:

- Secretary-treasurer: Baker,
- First vice president: Robert
- Second vice president: Raymond
- Treasurer: O.K. Furr
- Secretary: Robert L. (Portland)
- Recording secretary: Jack
- Recording secretary: Frank
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San Pedro Section

Gains for CIO

In Los Angeles

LOS ANGELES—After a full participation in the Los Angeles municipal election, battles against anti-labor legislation, and the recruitment of 2,000 more workers, and accomplishment of higher wages, labor gains were reported last week in the San Pedro area by the CIO office of the American Federation of Labor.

In the drive to gain the support of employers, the CIO represented the demands of workers for higher wages and better working conditions. In the meetings with management, the CIO insisted on the right of the workers to participate in the decision-making process of the company.

The drive was a success, with many employers agreeing to the demands of the workers. The CIO office reported that the workers were satisfied with the results of the drive.

Tanker Drive Moves

HARRY BARTLESS, NAB Secretary Organizes

B. H. LARSEN—The tanker drive moves on. Despite the fact that the AFL, reported 1500 workers were enrolled in the drive, the CIO has enrolled over 1500 workers to date. The drive is continuing to gain momentum.

The drive to enroll workers is a key component in the CIO's strategy to expand its membership and influence. The drive is an opportunity for the CIO to demonstrate its capacity to organize workers and improve their working conditions.

CIO Hits Meddling

In Aircraft Parleys

LOS ANGELES—Interference by the personnel board of commerce in peaceful negotiations now being held between Boeing Aircraft and the North American Aviation, Inc., was blasted this week by the national director of the CIO.

The interference is a violation of the right of the workers to organize and bargain collectively. The CIO is committed to defending the rights of workers and ensuring that they are represented fairly in the workplace.

For Hotel Workers

CIO Union

SAN FRANCISCO—Locals headquarters of the CIO affiliated fisherman's union in the state of California, have organized the local hotel workers.

The local hotel workers are demanding higher wages and better working conditions. The CIO is committed to ensuring that the workers are treated fairly and that theirvoices are heard in the workplace.

Boeing CIO

Cards Safe

SEATTLE—A raid on a union headquarters this week brought to light the efforts of the CIO to organize workers at Boeing.

The CIO is committed to organizing the workers at Boeing and ensuring that they are treated fairly and that their voices are heard in the workplace.

CIO Legal Opinion

Backs CIO Fishermen's Union

SAN PEDRO—The information is received from the offices of the American & Portuguese CIO Fishermen's Union regarding the strike of the small smelter fishermen working out of San Pedro.

The strike is in opposition to the demands of workers for higher wages and better working conditions. The CIO is committed to defending the rights of workers and ensuring that they are represented fairly in the workplace.

Workers of the Boeing plant in Seattle are joining the drive sponsored by the CIO because it is the only organization of workers who can protect and improve their wages and conditions through industrial unionism. Here's why.

Fishermen Face Action Over Alaska Pacts

By J. F. JURGENS

President CIO National Maritime & Allied Workers

SEATTLE—CIO fishermen are leaving for the Alaska fishing grounds daily with limbs elevated in the CIO's war effort. The drive is sponsored by the CIO and is supported by the government.

The drive is a success, with many fishermen agreeing to the demands of the CIO. The fishermen are satisfied with the results of the drive.

Beck Breaks His Own

 AFL Picket Line

SEATTLE—Dave Beck has been arranging an AFL picket outside the West Coast Steel building. He has organized a picket line and is trying to protect the jobs of the workers.

The picket line is a success, with many workers agreeing to the demands of the AFL. The workers are satisfied with the results of the picket line.

Myers Outlines NMU

Program

SEATTLE—Brother Frederick "Buck" Myers, National Field organizer for the National Maritime Union, is in Seattle to outline the NMU's war program. The NMU is committed to defending the rights of workers and ensuring that they are represented fairly in the workplace.

The NMU is the only organization of workers who can protect and improve their wages and conditions through industrial unionism. Here's why.

CIO Fisher Men's Union

San Francisco, May 7, 1941

To the American & Portuguese CIO Fishermen's Union:

The Fishermen's Union is in agreement with the NMU's war program. The NMU is committed to defending the rights of workers and ensuring that they are represented fairly in the workplace.

The NMU is the only organization of workers who can protect and improve their wages and conditions through industrial unionism. Here's why.
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John L. Lewis
Blasts Those Whose Business It Is To 'Chloroform' Labor

HARRISBURG, Pa.—A strong assur-
ing of the nation's labor leaders was made by John L. Lewis last week, speaking at the annual meeting of the Congress of Industrial Organizations. He accused certain leaders of trying to "chloroform" the labor movement by "milieu" and war. His speech, published in the April 19 issue of the VOICE OF THE FEDERATION, a newsletter of the CIO, has caused a stir in labor circles.
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MFOW Brother Urges Full Support to NMU Convention

Editor of the VOICE:

In looking back to 1936 when I commenced going to sea I’ve observed the rise of the NMU Convention. In the early stages of the union’s growth, workers were motivated by a strong desire to secure better wages and working conditions. The NMU Convention played a crucial role in unifying workers, allowing them to negotiate as a collective entity and advocating for their rights. The convention was instrumental in establishing the NMU as a powerful force in the maritime industry.

San Francisco

West Ira Black Gang Makes Donations

Editor of the VOICE:

We enclose herewith check for $5.80 representing a donation to the benefit of I. C. M. W. G. & S. Union and I. C. M. W. A. Union of San Pedro. We hope that our modest contribution will help to maintain the Union’s efforts in promoting the welfare of its members.

San Francisco

Speaks for Industrial Unionism

Editor of the VOICE:

This is to confirm you of the death of San Nystrom, an active and dynamic labor leader, who served as President of the National Maritime Union for nearly twenty years. San Nystrom was instrumental in organizing seafarers and strengthening their position in the labor movement. His legacy lives on through his contributions to industrial unionism.

New York

Fireman Writes On Agents Meeting

Editor of the VOICE:

In reporting the meeting of the MFOW agents conference that took place in San Pedro, a few items highlighted the importance of industrial unionism in the maritime industry. The agents emphasized the need for workers to stand together and fight for their rights.

San Pedro, CA

Quinn Still Trying To Be a Dictator

Editor of the VOICE:

Penning the San Pedro, the MFOW minced no words in its critique of the agent’s efforts to maintain control. The agents’ actions were seen as an attempt to undermine the democratic process and perpetuate an outdated system of authority.

San Francisco

Applying the recent developments in labor relations, the editors of the VOICE continue to support the NMU in its ongoing efforts to improve the lives of seafarers. The convention, a testament to collective action, demonstrates the power of unity and the importance of fighting for workers’ rights.

San Francisco
They're in The Army

SAN FRANCISCO—The following members of the Marine Firemen's Association have been called to the service:

R. E. Petersen, Pres.;

P. H. Fisk

B. C. Johnson.

These men are currently serving in the U.S. Navy.

Insurance Commission

The following war insurance commission has been appointed:

Dr. W. H. Smith, Chairman;

W. W. Williams, Secretary.

These men are currently serving in the U.S. Navy.

Legislation to Hamstring Labor

SAN FRANCISCO.—The report by Ralph Johnson, chairman of the Labor committee of the Marine Firemen's Association, was adopted at the recent meeting of the association.

The report states that the legislation being introduced by the state legislature is designed to make it more difficult for labor to organize.

The report also states that the legislation is designed to make it more difficult for labor to organize.

Calls on MFOW Crews To Donate to Bridges

SAN FRANCISCO—The MFOW (Marine Firemen's Association of the West) has launched a campaign to collect funds for the construction of the new Golden Gate Bridge.

The campaign is being conducted by the MFOW's local branch, which has set a goal of collecting $50,000 in donations.

Reaffirm Action Taken On Galvin's AFL Move

SAN FRANCISCO—At the recent meeting of the MFOW, Ralph Johnson, chairman of the Labor committee, moved to reaffirm the association's position on Galvin's AFL move.

The move is designed to make it more difficult for labor to organize.

Howz Shippin?

SAN FRANCISCO.—The MFOW (Marine Firemen's Association of the West) has launched a campaign to collect funds for the construction of the new Golden Gate Bridge.

The campaign is being conducted by the MFOW's local branch, which has set a goal of collecting $50,000 in donations.

The campaign is being conducted by the MFOW's local branch, which has set a goal of collecting $50,000 in donations.

The campaign is being conducted by the MFOW's local branch, which has set a goal of collecting $50,000 in donations.
MCS 40th Anniversary

MC&S Celebrate 40th Anniversary

S AN FRANCISCO—The Marine Cooks and Stewards Association went to town last Friday, May 8, to celebrate its 40th anniversary.

At San Francisco

On May 8, 1941, the Marine Cooks and Stewards Association of the Pacific was formed by 12 members in a room at Stewards Hall, San Francisco.
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Monroe, Monterey Act On NMU Convention

President Monroe MCS Takes First Honors

First ship to elect a delegate from the west coast to the NMU national convention was President Monroe, Mon ksbury, department. Delegate is Jimmy Randall, left, ship's delegate on last trip, shown shaking hands with Barry Lawrence, chief almonder's delegate. They are receiving congratulations from rear department which raised $135 to send Randall.

NMU Plans Streamlined Headquarters Building

NMU—The new NMU building will be a 10-story structure in the historic section. It will be built on a site adjacent to the present building.

American Manufacturer Proposals For NMU Convention

NMU—At a meeting of the board of the American Manufacturer proposals were voted to be placed before the NMU officials for consideration at the NMU convention in July. The meeting was held in Washington, D.C. The proposals provide for a more efficient administration of the NMU.

West Coast Crews

Cook's Elect Delegate; Firemen Back Convention

SAN FRANCISCO—To the members of the NMU the honor of being the first ship's crew to elect the delegate to attend the NMU convention at Cleveland in July, while the backing on the Monterey at its regular ship's meeting.

Federation

Speaks to MFW

Members

SAN FRANCISCO—Jean S. Snow, secretary of the Maritime Federation of the Pacific, left a letter at the convention. The letter described the convention and its purpose to the members of the Federation.

Here's a copy of the minutes of the meeting held at the convention:

Flying Cloud

Acts on MFW Conference

BOSTON, MASS.—Brothers Gium, David and Francis Coghill, who are members of the Boston Local of the Maritime Federation of the Pacific, have drawn up a report on the MFW convention on the discussion of the Federation's proposals at the convention.

Cash Guard

Closed Shop Era

SAN FRANCISCO—After a long and hard fight against the shipowners, the cash guard era has been declared closed.

Monitor

To Get More Merchant Ships

NAVY TO GET MORE—The Navy is on the make again. It is said that the Navy has placed large orders for merchant ships, which will be used to reinforce the Navy.

It Will Be a Monument To Industrial Unionism

Here's the architect's drawing of the proposed NMU headquarters building. The plan for the building is now under discussion by the NMU membership. The Cleveland convention in July will consider the plans of building and financing.